
The proposed Raven coal mine, above Fanny Bay and
Baynes Sound, plans to ship its coal in trucks to Port
Alberni and from there in ships to Asia. The road to Port
Alberni is narrow and winding and runs through
Cathedral Grove Provincial Park, a popular visitor
attraction.

So in addition to the environmental hazards of the
mine itself, there are transportation hazards from a steady
stream of long and heavy ‘B-train’ double semi-trailers
making free use of a highway totally unsuited, in both
configuration and construction, to such traffic.

The alternative suggestion, that the coal be shipped to
Port Alberni over a disused and decaying branch of the
E&N Railway, has attracted attention precisely because
the road route is such an awful choice. Supporters of the
rail route argue that necessary upgrades to the railway will
make new passenger services possible—a benefit of the
coal mine!

This is a complete red herring. It is a delusion to expect

that the coal company would pay for a railway upgrade; a

further delusion to expect that passenger trains would run

on an upgraded line.

As a ‘benefit’ of the Raven coal mine it fails every test.

This sort of nonsense would not occur if the provincial

government did a proper economic development and

transportation planning job rather than considering each

economic and transportation proposal individually, out of

context.

For years, the BCLiberal government’s actions indicate

that it believes its job is not to plan or integrate, rather to

approve each project put forward by the private sector

without considering any cumulative impact, or its possible

integration with provincial infrastructure.

In short, the Raven mine has plenty of environmental

disadvantages; using it to justify a railway does not

improve the proposition; and the total lack of provincial

planning merely makes its effect worse. 0
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